There, They’re or Their  
Third Grade Vocabulary Worksheet

Complete each sentence with the word **there, they’re or their**.

- **There** is used to refer to a place.  
- **Their** means belonging to them.  
- **They’re** is a contraction meaning they are.

My parents called to say that _____ going to be late.

Are _____ any more cookies left?

Please take the clothes off the washing line when _____ dry.

My friends lost _____ soccer ball.

_____ jackets are in the closet.

We go to Florida every year because my grandmother lives _____.

_____ are five houses on our street.
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Complete each sentence with the word there, they’re or their.

There is used to refer to a place.
Their means belonging to them.
They’re is a contraction meaning they are.

My parents called to say that they’re going to be late.

Are there any more cookies left?

Please take the clothes off the washing line when they’re dry.

My friends lost their soccer ball.

Their jackets are in the closet.

We go to Florida every year because my grandmother lives there.

There are five houses on our street.